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FoREWORD

I think if we were to ask what htis dominated the American scene with respect to topics of
interest tOday; we would have to conclude that the economy, productivity, and einployment have
becOmelhe number one iseues. Given our national preoccupation wilh-the economy, it seems
only rational that when we begin to think about the role of vocational education and training in
improvirig and revitalizing the American`econOmy, we look to the chief executive officer of one of, .
the Fortune 500 corporations that.is involved.in vocational and technical training.

Our speakertOday is Donald Frey, chief executivm,Officer of the Bell and Howell Corporation.
Don was born in Missouri, raised in the midwest, and rebeived his professional training as an
engineer and metalurgist at.the University of,Michigan. After receiving his doctorate from the
University of Michigan, he-cubsequently served on the faculty of.that institution.

Afterleaving the university, Dr. Frey was with the Ford Motor Company in engineering and
engineering design 'and ultimately attaioed pie pOsition of Vice-President and General Manager
of the Ford Division. He then moved to become President and Chief Operating Officer with the
General Cable Corporation. Since 1971, he has been'the Chairman of the Board and Chief,
Executive Officer for the Bell and Howell Corporation located in Chicago. Belland Howell
operateS the Ohio Institute of Technology and the Charles Merrill Publishing Company here Ln
Columbus. Belrand Howell also operates pine tither Institutes of Technology in the United States
and Canada.

It is with pleasure that the National Center for Research in Vocational Educationpresent&Dr.
Frey's speech entitled "The Economy, Productivity, and Training: A Chief Exetutive Officer's
View."

rs'

r _

Robert E. Taylor
. Executive Director
'National Center for Research,.

in Vocational Education
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THE ECONOMY; PRODUCTIVITY, AND TRAINING
A CEO'S VIEW

*-!

I. , .
Some 800 years ago MaiMonides, the sage of Cordoba, taught that there are difierent levels:

of charity. The ;nen of goodwill sees his fellow man in need and simply gives him alms. This is
one form of charity; according,to Maimonides' teaching, it is also the lowest. The highest foym of
charity, he4aid, is to take that indigent man andJeach him how to fish.. When he knows holk tb
fish, he can then.feed himself and hiS family ahd, beyond that, continue to earn his.livelihood ,
unaided.

-- .

c
Few, I 'expect, would quarrel with this wisdom. But it is.a peculiar irony of our Modern

civilization that at the same time that we have dispovered and unleashed the mechanisms fo'r
creating an unt5reaedented wealth of goods ling services;we have made it more difficult for some
individuals to acquire the capability of earning a livelihood.

The simple skills and tools tne fisherman-used in ancient times are no longer adequate; we
rely today on more sop;histicated equipment and scientific techniques to bring in the catch. This
means that to enter the labor market, the job seeker has to.be better trained and more
knowledgeable than ever before. And, given the reality of today's international- economy, 1 think it
is apparent toe!l of us thatiPWe are to maintain our present standard of. living (let alone 'raise it
to a higher level), we ire going to be dependent on the continuous infusion of scientific
breakthroughs andiproductivity-enhancing technology. This means that just to hold on to their
jobs,.periodic upgrading of skilla is going to be a necessity for moreand more workers. '

We must t4e *a new and serious look today at how.we in this country are-tbaching people
"to fish." Moreiexactly, we need to assess very carefully what we are educating people for, and
how we are going about it. The way we deploy our resources to educate-Americans will affectas
never before our productivitY, our economy, and the quality of life for, Americans.

There are, in my view, three types of post-high school education: liberal, professional, and
iocatiOnal. Personal choice based on individual need determines the course to be pursued. Leti
me hasten to say that while my corporate activities represent the last type, vocational education,
itsemore academically narrow and-strictly career_ orientation will not serve all needs. It is one part
of the triumverate of education, and all parts are essential.

But we have a problem today. Labor statistics make it clear: the system is unbal ced. There
is a pressing need,for more vocational education=education that will lead directlyjó
employment opportunities. I think curriculum planners need t reevaluate therole of the liberal
arts ip our educational system. The study of literature and histor as value, no doubt; but a .

well-rounded educational program today mdst not fail to include c urses in such job-related
Mills as computer science, laboratory techniques, electronics, and,so on. I suspect that many of
our unemployed or underemployed college draduates are becoming painfully aware of this. A
U.S.-Bureau of Labor Statistics report predicts MO as a result of the oversupply of college
graduates with liberal arts concentrations, one of every live holders of such degrees.may be
forced to take a job that does not require a degree.
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I have no doubt that as a sociely we must hold high the objectiveof "education for the whole
person," but if the "whole person" cannot get a job, Ms pretty specious to talk about enriching
his or her life.

In this regard, however, I must also affirm from the start that the distinction often drawn
betweep "training" and "education" is becoming increasingly blurred. We used to think of
"training" in terms of preparation to perform relatively simpb smechanical tasks such as assembly

"line work, while "education" nieant developing e broader intellectual aptitude for more creative, ,

problem solving. Bui as we apply the,latest technology.%) the production process in all phases of
industry, workers will find they must have a solid grounding in a range of fundamental skills: not
only the "three-R's," but also such skills as computer literacy. Equally important, theywill have to
bring to the job the temperament to adapt to change, to 'accept periodic retraining and to acquire
the facility to work with a new generation of technology. Thus-when I speak of vocational
education today, I am-talking about career preparation in a very broad sense.

Thefe are a lot of people in the United States today who need and wish to be taught, quite
specifically, how to earwtheir livelihood in a mpre technological and, in any event, changing
world. I think we are all acquainted with recent unemploirment figures. They present ahleak
picture indeed:

We now have an unemployenent rate approaching-10 percent.

In the four recessions in the past twelite years, peak unemployrnent has moved steadily
higher, each time.

Youth unemployment is now around 22 percent, afposi-Depression record.

'Nearly 50 perceht of black teenageis are actively looking for jobs and cannot find them.

There is a regional inpbalance to our unemployment pattern, with the older industrial
belt in the northeast(and north central states most severely affected. But even in thern
southern tier, especially in those areas where manufacturing enterprises have
concentrated in recent decades, there is no immunity to unemployment problems..

These are sobering statistics. The trends underlying them are even more alarming.

,First, we can no longer assumb that the unemployed worker's job will automatically be
restored with economic recovery. The.pheriomenon of the "dislocated worker" who faces a mid-
life career shift as a res-ult of a plant closing or technological change has become increasingly
commo,n. It is not just a narrow sector of the working population That will have to deal with
unemployment groWing ?lumbers of workers already face caieer unemployment. This means that
their whole,career has become obsoletenot ap a result of economic cycles, but as a
consequence of rapicrand incessant change in the structure and technological base of what is
now a global economy.

total employment in the American siteel industry, for.eXample, has been reduced by 40.
percent since the 1950s. Massive layoff rates in the automobile industry and in those
manufacturing centers whose fortunes rise and fall with Detrpit's will only be slightly alleviated
by an upturn in the economy'. The pressure to modernize and improve productiyity makes the

.continued retrenchment of employment in these industries in the next ten to twenty years
virtually certain. We cannot limit our focus merely to providing unemployed teenagers and young
adults with the skills to get jobs. We also have to face the challenge of reeducating the forty-
year-old worker whose job.has permanently.disappeared.
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Retraining the "obsolete" worker is a subsector in vocational 'educatibn that is not being
given sufficienf attention. From the passage of the Manpower Development and Training Ad of
1962 to the bOgipning of the Reagan administration, more than 58t1billion has been spent in'
government-supported training programs for jobless and lowncome individuals. Less than 1
perceht of this total, though, has been applied to the retrainifig" of workers who have lost their
jobs due to technological change. Until.a few years ago, such limited expenditures op retraining -
could be justified to the extent that unemployed-workers cbuld be expected ko find their way tok..
new jobs. Unfortunately, this rationale no longer applies to unemployed workers in todayes basic
industries.

The need for some fresh approaches is obvious, but I would c'autione.lt we do not yet know
enough about the problem of unemiloyment toiesnond to it effectively. vVhat are the . 9
unemployed steelworkers and auto workers doing today? What would they be capable of dcing if
the right kinds of training programs were available? We had better start getting some answers.
Fast. And until we do get some answers, I think we should be sensible enough to avoid massive
federal or state outlays to deal with fhe problem. And we should not be so foolish as to pretend
that training in such arees as welding or machining will provide people witkmarketable skills in
the coming era of robots. As a start, I think industry; academia, and government mat work
closely to develop a few carefully conceived pilot programs.

.47

In this context, the suggestion that unemployed residents in Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, and
Indianaour industrial heartlandsimply Move to the "Oil Pate or Vie Southwest to fkid work-
is worth mentioning. This,strikes me as a diiimal monsolution. Family and community ties make
relocation painful. It is also problematic,.to say the least, that skills outdated in.one section of
the country will continue to be viable elsewhere. The problem of retraining will not go away.

Social and demographic alterations will complicate the pattern of structural unemployment.
ID the 1970s, changing social vglues and economic pressure to supplement family income led
unprecedented 'numbers of women to enter the lob market; this was algo the period when the
children of the "baby boom" yearS began to go to work. As a result, in the ppst,decade tha size
of the labor force has increased by oyer 25 percent. But for many of these women, advancing'
beyond 'service jobs at the low end of the pay.scale"will be impossible without participation ig
formal training progi.ams.

The household with two working parents is here to stay, and both economic neCessity,and
igdividual motivation will encoUrage increasing numbers Of women to return to school to improve
their opportunity to secure more challenging, higher salaried positions..

Competitioni for jobs today is most intense among unskilled and inexperienced youth. Fewer
teenagers and ybung adults will be entering the job market in the 1980s, but,the glul of.young
people seeking employment today willibe a glut of middle-aged workers in ten to twenty years.
Unless we begin now to prepare these young people for the jobs of the future, we are likely to
suffer for years to come the burden of a large population of chronically unemployed and
underemployedand all the economic and social problems attendant to that.

Where are the jobs of the fUture? Some say they are in the 'Seryice industries. Another
phenomenon accompanying the pattern of structural unemployment in the past decade has been
the rapid expansion cf the service sector of our economy while ou i. basic manufacturing , .
inclustries,have languished in an anemic condition.

vAlmost three quarters of all American workers are now employed in what are somewhati
clumsily described as service jobs. These services now cbnstitute two-thirds of our gross
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national product, and there is speculation that the manufacturing slice of the edonomic Pie W111.,
in the,hottoo distant future, be no larger thin that of agriculture.

-% What is the significance of this for the economy and job training? To answer this, I think we
need to have some sense of What service jobs mean. On the one hand, the term is used to
embrace lawyers, bankers, brokers, teaAprs, and government employees. It also includes the
whole gamut of what can be called thefiffdrmation industrydata processing, the news media,
computer software, development and so on. It also encompassed hotel and restaurant workers,
janitors, and chauffeurs.

Without doubt, these workers perform necessary functions for the operation of our economy.
But do they provipe, in and of themselves, a sufficient base for long-term economic growth and
vitality? I think-not We Will not build prosperity by taking in each other's laundry.

Every customer is aware of just how many manufactured items, such as clothing, stereos,
and eutomolpes, are produced abroad and sold in this country atvery competitive prices. And I
think most of us are aware of the outfloW of American dollars to pay for these items. I doubt that
we will be able to right the trade imbalance with lawyers' fees and brokers' commissions. I am
convinced we would all be better off if the unemployed steelworker were producing goods for
the international marketplace instead of pushing hamburgers in a fast-food franchise.

If we are to maintain our competitive vigor, we can be sure that in.the next ten to twenty
years,it will not be bUsiness as usual for American industry, We recognize today that the United
States is competing in a global economy, and that the areas where the United,States has a
competitive advantage over other nations have steadily narrowed in the past few decades. The
manufacturing tachrrology upon which Ainerican economic preeminence was built has now
spread to other nationsand the jobs have followed.

Unless we want to reduce our wage scales'to the standards of the Western Pacific-countries,
we are going to have to work harder than the competition to maintain our advantage in expetise.
Knowledge is going to be this country's most precious resource. American industry will have to
be wiser and more innovativerelying on more and more advanced technolOgy to compete
effectively. In turn, American workers will have to be smarter, more sophisticated, better
educated, and better trained.

The problem of Amerida's current economic fatigue has been analyzed from a number of ,

perspectives. Therapy programs hwie called for such remedies as greater expenditures for R&D,
more innovative mangger.,nt, increased capital investment, and closer labor-management
cooperatiop. But it seems to me that among the plethora of prescriptions there has been
insufficient attention. tt the neecktor elevating the level of expertise of the American work for),
if-e seem to bave no laclk of new discoveries by either academic or industrial research
laboratories. We continue to accumulate the "lion's share7 of Nobel prizes. But while we have
cultivited a corps of brilliant scientists who are second to none, the Japanese (who in their

' entire history have nurtured only four Nobel laureates) are surpassing us in their ability to
achieve commercial success with our laboratory breakthroughs. Cjearly,.the problem we face is
at the production level.

A few statistics can help us appreciate the problem. On a per capita basis, Japan has one-
twentieth the lawyers, one-seventh the accountants, but five times as many engineers as the
United States. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts that within the next ten years, 80
percent of the available jobs will require some kind of postsecondary education, and of these
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jobs, 80 percent will necessitate something othe2r th.:,.1-1 or in additiOn to.a traditional liberal arts
education. The American Electrônics Association predicts an annual shortfall cf twenty-five
thousand electrical engineers through 1985. 7

Without the technicians.and engineers to translate state-of-the-art technology intoproducts
thafare marketable at competifive prices, gtowth opportunities ih high-technology industries will
be lost, and efforts to enhance productivitYlthroUghout industry will be threatened.

What is to be done? I believe it is clear that significantly increased investmentvin vocationll
education as well as professional educatiop must be placed at the top of our natiorial agenda.

My use of the term "investment is deliberate. Investment means the commitment of
resources to acquire future income and other satisfactions. History is unambiguous in '
demonstrating that the development.Of huMan skills is even more critical to economic progress
than is the presence tif natural resources, physical capital, or riw labor. .1

One pf our most talented scientistS-entrepreneurs in the "Silicon Valley" recently posed a
question: If you removed all of the peop;le from those glitteringly.successful enterprises in the
valley, what.would be left? The answer: just a lot of empty shells. It is the highly skilled
technicians, engineers, and scientists working inside those buildings who have created the
prosperity of those high-technolOgy businesses. No program for our economic revitatizatie can
ignore this fact. ,.

But while the direction we must take may be-obvious enough, there are many visible
impediments to our Progress along the way.'Just at the time when we must bring our educational
resoUrces into fuller play in n4onal economic rejuvenation, we find ipany Of our scliool systems
beset with near crippling budget woes. Government aid and enrollment, the tchief sources of
support in recent deaades, have stabilized. As a consequence, professors' salaries are falling
behind What those with equivalent training cahcommanq in industryproviding little incentive
for individuals to pursue teaching career's. Laboratory facilities and equipivent in many
_universities are twenty to thirty years'oldland escalating tuition costs place the college
opportunity beyond the reach of those whb most need it to escape the cycle of low-paying jobs.

It is evident_to me that the time has come for American industry to play a more actively
supportive role inthe educational system. I think we cad' proceed on several. tracks, by

1

increasing direct corporate grants to co eges school

providing equipment for school laboratories and otherfacilitiesi

proidingincreased support for corporate employees to return periodically to campuses
to seeve In teaching functions;

increasing saliplarshiP funding;

expanding-ititipoue training and retraining programs; and

in cases such as those of Bell & Howell, continuing to expand vocational school
operations. t.

I am not, of course, suggesting that industry has vast untapped treasure ready to invest. Few
businesses today have not felt the impact of the recession and realizing profits and improving

5
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returns for Shareholders must be an obligation for ahy corporation. $ut unless we build a
consensus in support of the.proposition that.the future strength of the American economy and
the vitality of our educational system are inextridably bound, both will experience a continuing
spiral of deterioration.

Advances in knowledge are and will continue to be a Critical,source of wealth and ihcome in'
the UnitedStates. Professor Theodore W. Schultz of the University of Chicago, a recent Nobel
laureate, has commented that: "it does not detract from tbe economic fuqclamentals set forth by
Adam Smith to point out that the wealth of nations would comp to be predominantly the
acquired abilities of peopletheir educatTon; experience, skills and health." We ss e nation must

I make the necessary inyestment to improve these abilities.
_

We can continue: for the time being at leas; to pay unemployment and welfare benefits, But
these obviously are temporary measures. We should not forget the basic principle of
philanthropy. Let us.teach people how to fish. Industry and academia must join together in a
partnership in support of this principle. I look forward to working with other businesspersons and
educators in building that partnership.

-
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ObESTIONS AND ANSWERS

DONALD FREY
,

QUESTION: In your'speech, you addressed a number of issueg.related to technological
change and changing demographica and how they affect the work place. One of
the things you did riot address was changes in the jobs themselves through job
redesign and job-restructuring; things sur,11 as quality circles, job shasring, and so
on. What kinds of implications do thdse have for vocational training programs?

What I think you are referring to, on the one hand, are such things as job sharing, split shifts,part-time work forthe local houseWife who still has young children at hbme, and so on. On the
other hand, you are also referring to worker participation in decision making through use of such
techniques as quality circles. My first reaction is that these things do not affect vocational
training programs.very much. These changes come upon us as a matter of style and.flexibility for
moddrn living. They do not affect the skills and knowledge needed to enable a worker to,compete effectively, in-technologically changing industries.

To the extent that today's jobs are more intelleclually-demanding, however, I do think that
methods for on-the-job training will need to change. rake for example a narrowly defined job
an assembly line worker in Detroit would be a classic casethat requires little more than on-the-
job training. The job entails very.simple duties:,get the job doneand do not ask any questions.
Today, if you Work with computees (which, in a sense, are the equivalent of the machine tools of
decades ago) you're facing a much more intellectually demanding job. Ityou stop to think of the
difference in the intellectual and training 'levels for a'programmer and an assembly line worker,
then I think changes in job design and Structure have important implications for training.

QUESTION: This country seems to be becoming more andrnore a supplier of technical
training for the world. Would you cowl-lent on what you see as the trends in this
areä?Should we sell that technical training, should we give it away, or should we
embargo it when it is being provided to our "economic enemies"?

First, I agree with your premise; we are certainly becoming a supplier of technical training for the
world. As a matter of fact, .1 think the percentage of foreign-born students who are unlikelY. to
return to their native countries is rising rapidly. I also think that what little growth there is in
many academIc institutions issfurnished by fdreign-born Students who come here for teaining:
Embargoip or limiting the availability of our technology and training is, I think, nonsense. It is
like'trying to limit the air you breathe.

I think.nothing makes Jess sense.thah the president's recommendations to embargo the
Soviet oil pipeline and tht technology.relatedlo it. In plain and simple language, it will not work.All we would do is create's6me new competition.'Soniy answer to you is that I wouJd not try any'
of those.tactibt. As a matter of fact, we often forget one thing. rdo not have ari accurate number,
but.l will guess that of the new technologies applied in thd'United States during 1982, probably
somewhere between a third and one-half of them came from other cquVies. In tha area of steel
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making, for example, the Japanese adapted the basic discoveries of European countries' they
turned around and advahced thbse technologies, and now both the.United States and Europe are
reimporting, to some degree, these newer techniques. Thus, tb repeatlimiting the availability of
our tebhnologies would be a self-defeating process; itmould not work. ,.

QUESTION: What is the role of postsecondary 'Vocational education in training tor high
technology?

Vital. Nearly all entry-level jobs in the high-technology industries require son% amount of
vocational career training. If the entry-level job fifty years ago was in a foundry shovelind sand'
for the mold maker, all one had to do was be able to handle a shovel and understand English.
Generally speaking, one learned how to be a mold maker on the job. The individual may have

gone to an apprentice school, but this is unlikely. In today's high-technology industries, job entry
requires some basic electronics in the electronics industry, or some ability in programming in the
computer industry. In the biological sciences industries, the modern equivalent to the shoveler,in,
the foundry is the,laboratory technician. Bo one has no choice but to get some career training to
get started in high-technology jobseven at the-entry level.

QUESTION: There has been a lot of discussion comparing the United States and JaRan, as
you mentioned. Could it be that ttie most important difference between the
Japanese VI'd the Americans-is that we teach' cooperation and competition and
the JaPanese strictly teach competition to, the fullest? I recently read that the

. suicide-rate of high school Japanese youth is very high and that, in many cases, it
is,brou'ght about because of fear over the inability to compete at a desired level.
Would you comment oh this please?. ,

The reason Japan has a better education'system and a higher percentage of skilled workers with
a higher level of education is because the Japanese are competitive and disdiplined. They are
doing the right thing if the goal I's to achieve the simplest possible outcome. What you read
about the suicide rates of Japanese twelve-year-olds who are at the fork in the road between the
college-bound track and the common-labor track Is utter nonsense. The press has a great ability
to take the exception and make it sound like the rule. The plain factis that what American
education needs, especially in the key steps from kindergarten through eighth grade, is less
permissiveness andimore discipline.

I am not suggesting that we have to adopt the Japanev educational system, which is as,
peculiarly adapted to their culture as ours is to our culture. But we could dO more to emulate
them in terms of tIle discipline and academic demands that we place on our young people,
particularly in the primary and secondary schools. That is my personal opinion.

QUESTION: Earlier you discussed worker education and training. In what arena would you say
this education and training is concentrated?

I suspect that most of this training is happening within companies, or is sponsored by
companies. This is from personal experience or observation in either my own company or in
other companies. I am continually amazed at how much of this training is going on. Let us take
my own company, Bell & Howell, as an example. We teach classes almost every night in Spanish
to.our foremen and supervisory people in our Chicago-area factories because approximately 10
to 15 percent of our entry:level work force it Hispanic. Many of them come to us with only
working Spanish and little working English. In addition, there is,a constant series of courses to
upgrade t kills in our workers' job-related activities. At the corporate data center, people are
constantly being retrained in the latest operating system,.in the latest language that would apply

lb
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to the newest computer brought in. Yhey'are constantly learning n,ew pro6ramming techniques
that require additional training at night and sometimes during the day. We are training our
factory personnel in the operation of new computer nunierically controlled (CNC) equipment.
This requires a certain degree of computer :iteracy on one hand, and certainly new "Know-how"
on how to operate and schedule a factory that is highly,priven by a computer-related
infrastructure. We have started training in a west coast fadtorY on a recently purchased
CAD/CAM system that will Completely revolutionize the engineering design department.
Engineers-will design on a television screen and not on a piece of paper. We are constantly
reeducating our people with regard tO accounting changes. From entry-level jobs in accounting
and financiaicontrol, the people can lipgrade themselves to higher levels. They go from junior to
seriiOr accountant by going to sohocil. I should comrfient again that-all of these training
experiences are a miidure of in-house and out-of-house. As an educated guess, of perhaps ten
thousand Bell & Howell employees within the continental Unite-d States, 10 percent of them, or

one thousand, are in training someWhere for something every day. That is the way it is going. We
are becoming a training institution as well as a manufabturer.

QUESTIA: In your speech you cited Kmeric a's superiority in basic invention and discovery,
but what appears tobe happening is that the Japanese have the ability to take
basic inventions, translate these into useful products, and market them'
comPetitively. As you look at our system of engineering colleges, experiment .
statibns, indüstry-spOnsored research, and vocational training, is there a missing
link? What is it we need to do to become more effective in produqinnqvation,
which appears to be.the Japanese Strength?

I will try to give you an ecumenical answer. The missing link is all of us. Let me talk more
specifically about labor, business, and government. We all have a piece of the action. We have all
gone off the rails together. I will deal first With what is perhaps the least important link. Tbere is
no way that any American car company can survive when paying its assembly line workers $24
an hour including fringes. The Japanese pay about $15 including fringes. We are kidding
ourselves ,jf we think we can avoid this issue. I am not going to deal with 'how to solvelhe
problem; I am merely saying that these wage schedules are too high. To further my point, I
should also mention that the $24 an hour figure is 50 percent higher than the average U.S. hourly
rate. This results from both labor's monopolistic demands and the concessions made by ,
management in the former "golden days." _;ust put a Toyota Corolla next to a General Motors
Cavalier. You will see that the'two cars are nearly identical, but the sticictrprice on the Toyota is
$500 less than, that of the Chevrolet. Thus, the makers of the Chevrolet Cavalier make no money,
because the Corolla has a difference in manufacturing costs of about $1,500 a unit. That is
perhapt 30 percent of the total manufacturing cost of the product. The U.S. cannot win. This is

the least important isgue first.

Secondly, our government's policies, have been based upon consumer consumptionnot
new capital investment. Forget ail the other nonsense about budget deficits. We encourage
consumption-and discourage investment. This concept runs all the way from the tax codes to the
government's budgetary policies; This leads us to inflation and the loss of jobs.

Furthermore,there.are the business concerns and Wall Street. I guess the epitome Of whaf'ib
'going wrong is that the greatest.dime hovel for Hollywood yr the last ten days has been the
Bendix, United Technologies, Martin Marietta and Allied corporate take-over entanglement. It is
the most disgraceful display of 'tOtally misapplied business activity that] can think uf. It doesn't
build a factory; it doesn't create.one new product or one new job; it doesn't do anything except
suck equity capital out of the stock market and replace it with bank debt. And incidentally, it puts.
more banks in danger with their equity. I think it is disgraceful in the highest sense. What Is`.
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behind this situation is that We have all become Itquick buck".artists. I do not know whether Wall
Street led the business community to this philosophy or if the business cpmmunity led Wall
Street. My point is that if we feel we cannot make an investment with a twenty-four month return
and get our money back, we do nOt inake the investment. The Japanese, on the other hand, are
long-term investo-rs. They will take their losses fo years on end, but they will eventually get the
product right, build a market share, and then make oney. We forget the years they have
invested. Do yoU remember the first Japanese cars thJt were imported in this country? They
were jokesbut the Japanese kept at it. Two decades later, they have-25 p....rcent of the U.S.
market. There are, of course, cultural differences between this country's long-term approach and
what I calf our short-term, "quick buck" approach. The JaPanese run a mercantile society in the
most traditionareconomic sense. They are the modern practitioners of mercantilism. In terms of
both theil culture and their government regulations, they keep competitors out while they build
the domestic industry. Then they become an exporter. Beautifully practiced. I admire them for
that. In addition,'the Japanese do not have the-defense burden that We have. Whatever you may
think of the present U.S. defense budget, the Japanese benefit from the role we have to play.

C...

Finally, there is a veryesymbiotic rel4-tionship between the government ahd the exporting.
businesses in Japan. That relationship translates into stich thihgs as export tax credits and to the
Japanese equivalent of an ee percent prime rate. Our prime rate just dropped from 20 percent to
13 percent Furthermore, the Japanese federatax system is really a VAT-based system (value
addegl tax), while ours is an income-based system. Thus the very structure of the Japanese tax
systerh allows them to use export tax credits in determining their yearly taxes. In America's tax
system corporate income cannot be broken up so that you can decide how much is due to
exporls. Thus American businesses do not have access to the same type of tax credits that a
Japanese firm hai.

In summary, on a comparative basis, we are very short-term oriented in our private sector. I
can fault my business friends, as I do, but you have lo react to the high cost of capitaland the
high cost of capital translates into shorter and shorter-term investment. You have got to get your
eapital cost back more quickly to be able to afford it. Yoi.icannot make a ten year payoff
4nvestment with a pre-tax capital cost of 15 percent and still make a profit. That is not the real
'worldnot when'you have the Japanese on one side and some europeans on the other
breathing down youcthroal with a cOmpetitive or subsidized price structure. You can't make out,
and so you buy and sell assets instead of treating them.

Thank you.

OP
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